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Truth or ErrorDay 1—Primary

Revelation 19:16 
1 John 5:19

John 14:6 
John 8:44

Psalm 25:8 
Matthew 6:13

1 John 4:7 
John 8:44

Genesis 1:1 
1 Corinthians 10:10
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3.
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5.

Ruled by God, the King of Kings

Always truthful

Full of goodness

Full of love

God is the Creator of life

Ruled by the Wicked One

Full of lies

Full of evil

Full of hate

The Enemy destroys life
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2.

3.

4.

5.

H
ear ye! Hear ye! Attention all knights and fair maidens! We’re in a battle for truth—
are you ready? Is all your armor in place? The first thing we need to do is make 
sure we understand the differences between the two kingdoms involved in the 

battle—God’s good kingdom and the Enemy’s bad kingdom. 

DIRECTIONS: Draw a line from each 
verse to the kingdom it describes.

Of two, only one is true!

Scriptures
BAD KINGDOMGOOD KINGDOM



Be strong in the Lord and in 
the power of His might. Put on 

the whole armor of God. 
Ephesians 6:10–11

Stand therefore, having 
fastened on the belt of truth.  

Ephesians 6:14, ESV

Today’s Verse Tomorrow’s Verse

 1 Can you think of 30 good things you can 
thank God for? Make a list of as many as you 
can, remembering that every good thing is 
given to us by the good King, who is the ruler 
of the good kingdom.

2 Play a game of opposites that shows the 
difference between the two kingdoms. How 
many kingdom opposites can you think of in 
one minute? Set a timer and see! (Examples: 
God, Satan; for us, against us)

3 What is one thing you can do to be strong 
in the Lord? Make a poster showing yourself 
doing that and write, “I want to be strong in 
the Lord.”

4 Check AnswersVBS.com/KCKids for fun info!

Victory Verse

Go and Do
Ask yourself this question:

Which kingdom do I want  
to be a citizen of?

CHALLENGE: Practice the verse  
several times, acting it out as you do so.


